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Guided Reading Revolutions In Russia
An Economist Best Book of the Year A Financial Times Best Book of the Year Winner of the the Pushkin House
Russian Book Prize Finalist for the Lionel Gelber Prize An Amazon Best Book of the Month (History) One of the
world’s leading scholars offers a fresh interpretation of the linked origins of World War I and the Russian
Revolution "Lieven has a double gift: first, for harvesting details to convey the essence of an era and, second,
for finding new, startling, and clarifying elements in familiar stories. This is history with a heartbeat, and it could
not be more engrossing."—Foreign Affairs World War I and the Russian Revolution together shaped the twentieth
century in profound ways. In The End of Tsarist Russia, acclaimed scholar Dominic Lieven connects for the first
time the two events, providing both a history of the First World War’s origins from a Russian perspective and an
international history of why the revolution happened. Based on exhaustive work in seven Russian archives as
well as many non-Russian sources, Dominic Lieven’s work is about far more than just Russia. By placing the
crisis of empire at its core, Lieven links World War I to the sweep of twentieth-century global history. He shows
how contemporary hot issues such as the struggle for Ukraine were already crucial elements in the run-up to
1914. By incorporating into his book new approaches and comparisons, Lieven tells the story of war and
revolution in a way that is truly original and thought-provoking.
From the author of A People's Tragedy, an original reading of the Russian Revolution, examining it not as a
single event but as a hundred-year cycle of violence in pursuit of utopian dreams In this elegant and incisive
account, Orlando Figes offers an illuminating new perspective on the Russian Revolution. While other historians
have focused their examinations on the cataclysmic years immediately before and after 1917, Figes shows how
the revolution, while it changed in form and character, nevertheless retained the same idealistic goals
throughout, from its origins in the famine crisis of 1891 until its end with the collapse of the communist Soviet
regime in 1991. Figes traces three generational phases: Lenin and the Bolsheviks, who set the pattern of
destruction and renewal until their demise in the terror of the 1930s; the Stalinist generation, promoted from the
lower classes, who created the lasting structures of the Soviet regime and consolidated its legitimacy through
victory in war; and the generation of 1956, shaped by the revelations of Stalin's crimes and committed to
"making the Revolution work" to remedy economic decline and mass disaffection. Until the very end of the
Soviet system, its leaders believed they were carrying out the revolution Lenin had begun. With the authority
and distinctive style that have marked his magisterial histories, Figes delivers an accessible and paradigmshifting reconsideration of one of the defining events of the twentieth century.
Covering the sweep of Russian history from empire to Soviet Union to post-Soviet state, Russia's Long
Twentieth Century is a comprehensive yet accessible textbook that situates modern Russia in the context of
world history and encourages students to analyse the ways in which citizens learnt to live within its system and
create distinctly Soviet identities from its structures and ideologies. Chronologically organised but moving
beyond the traditional Cold War framework, this book covers topics such as the accelerating social, economic
and political shifts in the Russian empire before the Revolution of 1905, the construction of the socialist order
under Bolshevik government, and the development of a new state structure, political ideology and foreign policy
in the decades since the collapse of the Soviet Union. The authors highlight the polemics and disagreements
that energize the field, discussing interpretations from Russian, émigré, and Western historiographies and
showing how scholars diverge sharply in their understanding of key events, historical processes, and
personalities. Each chapter contains a selection of primary sources and discussion questions, engaging with
the voices and experiences of ordinary Soviet citizens and familiarizing students with the techniques of source
criticism. Illustrated with images and maps throughout, this book is an essential introduction to twentiethcentury Russian history.
2021 Hardcover Reprint of 1932 Edition. Full facsimile of the original edition, not reproduced with Optical
Recognition Software. "State and Revolution" (1917) describes the role of the State in society, the necessity of
proletarian revolution, and the theoretic inadequacies of social democracy in achieving revolution. It describes
the inherent nature of the State as a tool for class oppression, a creation born of one social class's desire to
control all other social classes. Whether a dictatorship or a democracy, the State remains in the control of the
ruling class. Even in a democratic capitalist republic, the ruling class will never willingly relinquish political
power, maintaining it via various strategies. Hence, according to this view, communist revolution is the sole
remedy for the abolition of the state.
War and Peace
A Concise History of the Russian Revolution
Revolutionary Russia, 1891-1991
Educational Screen & Audio-visual Guide
State and Revolution
Renovating Russia

The mega-bestseller with more than 2 million readers, soon to be a major television series From the #1 New York Times-bestselling author of
The Lincoln Highway and Rules of Civility, a beautifully transporting novel about a man who is ordered to spend the rest of his life inside a
luxury hotel In 1922, Count Alexander Rostov is deemed an unrepentant aristocrat by a Bolshevik tribunal, and is sentenced to house arrest
in the Metropol, a grand hotel across the street from the Kremlin. Rostov, an indomitable man of erudition and wit, has never worked a day in
his life, and must now live in an attic room while some of the most tumultuous decades in Russian history are unfolding outside the hotel’s
doors. Unexpectedly, his reduced circumstances provide him entry into a much larger world of emotional discovery. Brimming with humor, a
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glittering cast of characters, and one beautifully rendered scene after another, this singular novel casts a spell as it relates the count’s
endeavor to gain a deeper understanding of what it means to be a man of purpose.
"Impressive." THE WASHINGTON POST BOOK WORLD Spanning 1800 years of Russia's history, people, poltics, and culture, Edward
Rurtherford, author of the phenomenally successful SARUM: THE NOVEL OF ENGLAND, tells a grand saga that is as multifaceted as
Russia itself. Here is a story of a great civilization made human, played out through the lives of four families who are divided by ethnicity but
united in shaping the destiny of their land. "Rutherford's RUSSKA succeeds....[He] can take his place among an elite cadre of chroniclers
such as Harold Lamb, Maurice Hindus and Henri Troyat." SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
One of the great works of modern historical writing, the classic account of the ideas, people, and politics that led to the Bolshevik Revolution
Edmund Wilson's To the Finland Station is intellectual history on a grand scale, full of romance, idealism, intrigue, and conspiracy, that traces
the revolutionary ideas that shaped the modern world from the French Revolution up through Lenin's arrival at Finland Station in St.
Petersburg in 1917. Fueled by Wilson's own passionate engagement with the ideas and politics at play, it is a lively and vivid, sweeping
account of a singular idea—that it is possible to construct a society based on justice, equality, and freedom—gaining the power to change
history. Vico, Michelet, Bakunin, and especially Marx—along with scores of other anarchists, socialists, nihilists, utopians, and more—all come
to life in these pages. And in Wilson's telling, their stories and their ideas remain as alive, as provocative, as relevant now as they were in
their own time.
Multi-award-winning author China Miéville captures the drama of the Russian Revolution in this “engaging retelling of the events that rocked
the foundations of the twentieth century” (Village Voice) In February of 1917 Russia was a backwards, autocratic monarchy, mired in an
unpopular war; by October, after not one but two revolutions, it had become the world’s first workers’ state, straining to be at the vanguard of
global revolution. How did this unimaginable transformation take place? In a panoramic sweep, stretching from St. Petersburg and Moscow to
the remotest villages of a sprawling empire, Miéville uncovers the catastrophes, intrigues and inspirations of 1917, in all their passion, drama
and strangeness. Intervening in long-standing historical debates, but told with the reader new to the topic especially in mind, here is a
breathtaking story of humanity at its greatest and most desperate; of a turning point for civilization that still resonates loudly today.
Voices, Memories, Contested Perspectives
March 1917: On the Brink of War and Revolution
Stalin's War on Ukraine
Hearings Before the United States Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Subcommittee on S. Res. 50, Sixty-Eighth Congress, First
Session
United States Congressional Serial Set
The Novel of Russia

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A revelatory history of one of Stalin's greatest crimes, the consequences of which still
resonate today, as Russia has placed Ukrainian independence in its sights once more—from the author of the Pulitzer Prizewinning Gulag and the National Book Award finalist Iron Curtain. "With searing clarity, Red Famine demonstrates the
horrific consequences of a campaign to eradicate 'backwardness' when undertaken by a regime in a state of war with its own
people." —The Economist In 1929 Stalin launched his policy of agricultural collectivization—in effect a second Russian
revolution—which forced millions of peasants off their land and onto collective farms. The result was a catastrophic famine,
the most lethal in European history. At least five million people died between 1931 and 1933 in the USSR. But instead of
sending relief the Soviet state made use of the catastrophe to rid itself of a political problem. In Red Famine, Anne
Applebaum argues that more than three million of those dead were Ukrainians who perished not because they were
accidental victims of a bad policy but because the state deliberately set out to kill them. Devastating and definitive, Red
Famine captures the horror of ordinary people struggling to survive extraordinary evil. Applebaum’s compulsively readable
narrative recalls one of the worst crimes of the twentieth century, and shows how it may foreshadow a new threat to the
political order in the twenty-first.
Renovating Russia is a richly comparative investigation of late Imperial and early Soviet medico-scientific theories of moral
and social disorder. Daniel Beer argues that in the late Imperial years liberal psychiatrists, psychologists, and criminologists
grappled with an intractable dilemma. They sought to renovate Russia, to forge a modern enlightened society governed by
the rule of law, but they feared the backwardness, irrationality, and violent potential of the Russian masses. Situating their
studies of degeneration, crime, mental illness, and crowd psychology in a pan-European context, Beer shows how liberals'
fears of societal catastrophe were only heightened by the effects of industrial modernization and the rise of mass politics. In
the wake of the orgy of violence that swept the Empire in the 1905 Revolution, these intellectual elites increasingly put their
faith in coercive programs of scientific social engineering. Their theories survived liberalism's political defeat in 1917 and
meshed with the Bolsheviks' radical project for social transformation. They came to sanction the application of violent
transformative measures against entire classes, culminating in the waves of state repression that accompanied forced
industrialization and collectivization. Renovating Russia thus offers a powerful revisionist challenge to established views of
the fate of liberalism in the Russian Revolution.
To purchase or download a workbook, click on the 'Purchase or Download' button to the left. To purchase a workbook, enter
the desired quantity and click 'Add to Cart'. To download a free workbook, right click the 'FREE Download PDF' link and save
to your computer. This will result in a faster download, as opposed to left clicking and opening the link.
This book tells the untold story of how ordinary Russian people experienced and coped with Russia’s transformations after
the end of communism. Unlike most studies of the subject which focus on high politics, developments in the elite and events
at the centre, this book, which includes findings from interviews, memoirs, public opinion surveys and press articles and
documents from the regions, portrays a multi-ethnic, multi-confessional society with different groups affected by the deep
and varied changes in diverse and different ways. The book covers economic developments, social changes, how official
policies played out at the grass-roots level, the psychological impact of the changes and the impact on public opinion, and
how different regions were affected differently. Overall, the book reveals the hidden dynamics of Russian society, including
its formal and informal mechanisms and rules for relating to the state and other citizens, and shows how millions of Russians
coped, despite all the odds, and maintained the integrity and stability of the country.
A Novel
Russka
The Battle Between Government And The Marketplace
A History
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The Future Is History
People, Places, And Cultures
Foundations of geography: World of geography; Earth's physical geography; Earth's human
geography; Cultures of the world; Interacting with our environment -- Europe and Russia: Europe
and Russia, physical geography; Europe and Russia, shaped by history; Cultures of Europe and
Russia; Western Europe; Eastern Europe and Russia -- Africa: Africa, physical geography; Africa,
shaped by tis history; Cultures of Africa; North Africa; West Africa: Exploring East Africa;
Central and Southern Africa -- Asia and the Pacific: East Asia, physical geography; South,
Southwest, and Central Asia, physical geography; Southeast Asia and the Pacific region, physical
geography; East Asia, cultures and history; South and Southeast Asia, cultures and history;
Southeast Asia and the Pacific region, cultures and history -- East Asia; South, Southwest, and
Central Asia; Southeast Asia and the Pacific region -- Glossary.
“This is the essential backstory, the history book that you need if you want to understand
modern Russia and its wars with Ukraine, with its neighbors, with America, and with the West.”
—Anne Applebaum, author of Twilight of Democracy and Red Famine From “the great storyteller of
Russian history” (Financial Times), a brilliant account of the national mythologies and imperial
ideologies that have shaped Russia’s past and politics—essential reading for understanding the
country today The Story of Russia is a fresh approach to the thousand years of Russia’s history,
concerned as much with the ideas that have shaped how Russians think about their past as it is
with the events and personalities comprising it. No other country has reimagined its own story
so often, in a perpetual effort to stay in step with the shifts of ruling ideologies. From the
founding of Kievan Rus in the first millennium to Putin’s war against Ukraine, Orlando Figes
explores the ideas that have guided Russia’s actions throughout its long and troubled existence.
Whether he's describing the crowning of Ivan the Terrible in a candlelit cathedral or the
dramatic upheaval of the peasant revolution, he reveals the impulses, often unappreciated or
misunderstood by foreigners, that have driven Russian history: the medieval myth of Mother
Russia’s holy mission to the world; the imperial tendency toward autocratic rule; the popular
belief in a paternal tsar dispensing truth and justice; the cult of sacrifice rooted in the idea
of the “Russian soul”; and always, the nationalist myth of Russia’s unjust treatment by the
West. How the Russians came to tell their story and to revise it so often as they went along is
not only a vital aspect of their history; it is also our best means of understanding how the
country thinks and acts today. Based on a lifetime of scholarship and enthrallingly written, The
Story of Russia is quintessential Figes: sweeping, revelatory, and masterful.
Pipes is a widely recognized authority on Russia and is currently Baird professor of History at
Harvard University. This is the final volume in his magisterial history of the Russian
Revolution, covering the period from the outbreak of the Civil War in 1918 to Lenin's death in
1924.
The most powerful force in the world economy today is the redefinition of the relationship
between state and marketplace - a process that goes by the name of privatization though this
term is inadequate to express its far-reaching changes. We are moving from an era in which
governments sought to seize and control the 'commanding heights' of the economy to an era in
which the idea of free markets is capturing the commanding heights of world economic thinking.
Basic views of how society ought to be organized are undergoing rapid change, trillions of
dollars are changing hands and so is fundamental political power. Great new wealth is being
created - as are huge opportunities and huge risks. Taking a worldwide perspective, including
Britain, where the process began with Mrs Thatcher, Europe and the former USSR, China, Latin
America and the US, THE COMMANDING HEIGHTS shows how a revolution in ideas is transforming the
world economy - why it is happening, how it can go wrong and what it will mean for the global
economy going into the twenty-first century.
World History: Connections to Today
A Political Biography, 1888-1938
Red Famine
Russian Baptists and Spiritual Revolution, 1905-1929
The Russian Civil War
Red Star Over the Third World
'A compulsive page-turner ... a triumph of brilliant storytelling ... an instant classic that
is an awesome, remarkable and exuberant achievement' Simon Sebag Montefiore Winner of the
Wolfson History Prize and shortlisted for the Duff Cooper Prize In the summer of 1812 Napoleon,
the master of Europe, marched into Russia with the largest army ever assembled, confident that
he would sweep everything before him. Yet less than two years later his empire lay in ruins,
and Russia had triumphed. This is the first history to explore in depth Russia's crucial role
in the Napoleonic Wars, re-creating the epic battle between two empires as never before.
Dominic Lieven writes with great panache and insight to describe from the Russians' viewpoint
how they went from retreat, defeat and the burning of Moscow to becoming the new liberators of
Europe; the consequences of which could not have been more important. Ultimately this book
shows, memorably and brilliantly, Russia embarking on its strange, central role in Europe's
existence, as both threat and protector - a role that continues, in all its complexity, into
our own lifetimes.
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The Russian Civil War of 1917-1920, out of which the Soviet Union was born, was one of the most
significant events of the twentieth century. The collapse of the Tsarist regime and the failure
of the Kerensky Provisional Government nearly led to the complete disintegration of the Russian
state. This book, however, is not simply the story of that collapse and the rebellion that
accompanied it, but of the painful and costly reconstruction of Russian power under a Soviet
regime. Evan Mawdsley's lucid account of this vast and complex subject explains in detail the
power struggles and political manoeuvres of the war, providing a balanced analysis of why the
Communists were victors. This edition includes illustrations, a new preface and an extensively
updated bibliography.
Richard Pipes's authoritative history of the "violent and disruptive acts" that created the
first modern totalitarian regime portrays the crisis at the heart of the tsarist empire.
Drawing on archival materials newly released in Russia, he chronicles the upheaval that began
as a conservative revolt but was soon captured by messianic intellectuals intent not merely on
reforming Russia but on remaking the world. He provides fresh accounts of the revolution's
personalities and policies, crises, and cruelties, from the murder of the royal family through
civil war, famine, and state terror. Brilliantly and persuasively, Pipes shows us why the
resulting system owes less to the theories of Marx than it did to the character of Lenin and
Russia's long authoritarian tradition. What ensues is a path-clearing work that is
indispensable to any understanding of the events of the century.
This book for advanced readers covers everything you need to know about what governments do,
early governments, types of government today, how governments are chosen, and what your role
is. Diagrams, fun fact boxes, and photographs bring the subject to life, while a glossary, an
index, and discussion questions aid in reading comprehension. Grade: 5 Subject: World Cultures
Genre: Informational Text Comprehension Skill/Strategy: Classify/Organize Diagnostic Reading
Assessment (DRA): 50 Guided Reading Level: V Lexile Level: 950L DK's iOpeners equip K-6
students with the skills and strategies they need to access and comprehend nonfiction so that
they are not only learning to read but reading to learn. The combination of high-interest
content and eye-popping photography of iOpeners brings science, math and social studies topics
to life, raises student achievement in reading, and boosts standardized test scores.
Russia's Long Twentieth Century
World History Modern Era
The Social History of Post-Communist Russia
iOpener: What is a Government
How Totalitarianism Reclaimed Russia
The Battle for Europe, 1807 to 1814

World History: Connections to TodayThe End of Tsarist RussiaThe March to World War I and
RevolutionPenguin
(Middle School) This middle grades geography and cultures program puts the world at your
fingertips in a single convenient text - ideal for curriculum that covers the whole world in one
school year. A grade-appropriate narrative combines with stunning visuals and an accessible
layout to motivate all students to read. The program's innovative approach sparks interest
and helps middle grades students make interdisciplinary connections.
WINNER OF THE 2017 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD IN NONFICTION FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL
BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARDS WINNER OF THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY'S HELEN
BERNSTEIN BOOK AWARD NAMED A BEST BOOK OF 2017 BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK
REVIEW, LOS ANGELES TIMES, WASHINGTON POST, BOSTON GLOBE, SEATTLE TIMES,
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, NEWSWEEK, PASTE, and POP SUGAR The essential journalist
and bestselling biographer of Vladimir Putin reveals how, in the space of a generation, Russia
surrendered to a more virulent and invincible new strain of autocracy. Award-winning
journalist Masha Gessen's understanding of the events and forces that have wracked Russia
in recent times is unparalleled. In The Future Is History, Gessen follows the lives of four
people born at what promised to be the dawn of democracy. Each of them came of age with
unprecedented expectations, some as the children and grandchildren of the very architects of
the new Russia, each with newfound aspirations of their own--as entrepreneurs, activists,
thinkers, and writers, sexual and social beings. Gessen charts their paths against the
machinations of the regime that would crush them all, and against the war it waged on
understanding itself, which ensured the unobstructed reemergence of the old Soviet order in
the form of today's terrifying and seemingly unstoppable mafia state. Powerful and urgent,
The Future Is History is a cautionary tale for our time and for all time.
"... a fascinating read for everyone interested in Russia, religion, and modernity." -Nadieszda Kizenko In the early 20th century, Baptists were the fastest-growing non-Orthodox
religious group among Russians and Ukrainians. Heather J. Coleman traces the development
of Baptist evangelical communities through a period of rapid industrialization, war, and
revolution, when Russians found themselves asking new questions about religion and its
place in modern life. Baptists' faith helped them navigate the problems of dissent, of order
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and disorder, of modernization and westernization, and of national and social identity in their
changing society. Making use of newly available archival material, this important book reveals
the ways in which the Baptists' own experiences, and the widespread discussions that they
generated, illuminate the emergence of new social and personal identities in late Imperial and
early Soviet Russia, the creation of a public sphere and a civic culture, and the role of
religious ideas in the modernization process.
Tomorrow's High School
The March to World War I and Revolution
The Story of Russia
A Study in the Acting and Writing of History
Serial set (no.6580-7995)
“Fast-paced history . . . full of haunting, unforgettable wartime images.” —David M. Shribman, Boston Globe March
1917 is a riveting history of the month that transformed the world’s greatest nations as Russia faced revolution
and America entered World War I. Drawing on a wealth of contemporary Russian and American diaries, memoirs,
oral histories, and newspaper accounts, Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Will Englund creates a highly detailed and
textured account of America’s transformation from an isolationist nation to one that embraced an active role in
shaping world affairs while at home Jim Crow still reigned. This fascinating examination considers the dreams of
that year’s warriors, pacifists, activists, revolutionaries, and reactionaries—from Czar Nicholas II to Woodrow
Wilson, from Theodore Roosevelt to the fiery congresswoman Jeannette Rankin—and demonstrates how their
successes and failures constitute the origin story of our complex modern world.
The Handbook of Reading Research is the research handbook for the field. Each volume has come to define the
field for the period of time it covers. Volume IV brings the field authoritatively and comprehensively up-to-date.
'Like the brilliant sun, the October Revolution shone over all five continents, awakening millions of oppressed and
exploited people around the world. There has never existed such a revolution of such significance and scale in the
history of humanity'. - Hồ Chí Minh// From Cuba to Vietnam, from China to South Africa, the October Revolution
remains as an inspiration. After all, that Revolution proved that the working class and the peasantry could not only
overthrow an autocratic government but that it could form its own government, in its image. It proved decisively
that the working class and the peasantry could be allied. It proved as well the necessity of a vanguard party that
was open to spontaneous currents of unrest, but which could guide a revolution to completion. This book explains
the power of the October Revolution for the Third World. It is not a comprehensive study, but a small book with a
large hope - that a new generation will come to see the importance of this revolution for the working class and
peasantry in that part of the world that suffered under the heel of colonial domination.
Presents a new translation of the classic reflecting the life and times of Russian society during the Napoleonic
Wars, in a book accompanied by an index of historical figures, textual annotation, a chapter summary, and an
introduction.
October
Russia's Revolution from Above, 1985-2000
Handbook of Reading Research
Bukharin and the Bolshevik Revolution
Russia Under the Bolshevik Regime
World Studies: Eastern Hemisphere
This classic biography carefully traces Bukharin's rise to and fall from power, focusing particularly on the development of his theories and
programmatic ideas during the critical period between Lenin's death in 1924 and the ascendancy of Stalin in 1929.
"Proven, practical ways to make high school a rewarding experience that equips students with the knowledge and skills that will fuel their
progress in life"-The fall of the Soviet communist regime in 1991 offers a challenging contrast to other instances of democratic transition and change in the last
decades of the twentieth century. The 1991 revolution was neither a peaceful revolution from below as occurred in Czechoslovakia nor a
negotiated transition to democracy like those in Poland, Hungary, or Latin America. It was not primarily the result of social modernization, the
rise of a new middle class, or of national liberation movements in the non-Russian union republics. Instead, as Gordon Hahn argues, the Russian
transformation was a bureaucrat-led, state-based revolution managed by a group of Communist Party functionaries who won control over the
Russian Republic (RSFSR) in the mid-1990s.Hahn describes how opportunistic Party and state officials, led by Boris Yeltsin, defected from the
Gorbachev camp and proceeded in 1990-91 to dismantle the institutions that bound state and party. These revolutionaries from above seized
control of political, economic, natural and human resources, and then separated the party apparatus from state institutions on Russian Republic
territory. With the failed August 1991 hard-line coup, Yeltsin banned the Communist Party and decreed that all Union state organs, including the
KGB and military were under RSFSR control. In Hahn's account, this mode of revolutionary change from above explains the troubled
development of democracy in Russia and the former Soviet republics.Hahn shows how limited mobilization of the masses stunted the
development of civil societies and the formation of political parties and trade unions with real grass roots. The result is a weak society unable to
nudge the state to concentrate on institutional reforms society needs for the development of a free polity and economy. Russia's Revolution from
Above goes far in correcting the historical record and reconceptualizing the Soviet transformation. It should be read by historians, economists,
political scientists, and Russia area scholars.
World History
Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate, Sixty-eighth Congress, First Session, Pursuant to
S. Res. 50 Declaring that the Senate of the United States Favors the Recognition of the Present Soviet Government in Russia
Recognition of Russia
The End of Tsarist Russia
The Story of the Russian Revolution
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Prentice Hall World Explorer: Eastern Hemisphere
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